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Alternative Food Sourcing: 
Lessons learned from coastal cities of
Bangladesh
Cities especially the secondary cities lack attention compared to the bigger cities from the central government and
administration . They are  always in demand of alternative food sourcing.  The focus on coastal cities are important
as growing any type of crops/vegetables are not easy in this types of area for salinity intrusion.  Also the coastal
areas faces devastating cyclone and other calamities which lessen their affordability and sustaining capacity of
food from their own area. Local People's reflection on thoughts of alternative food sources are important as they are
the ones need these mostly. This alternative food sourcing could be a possible adaptation techniques for the local
people . 

While addressing the food security for cities, people

with marginal income suffer the most. On the

contrary, they try to adapt with the situation and are

seen to take initiative of producing food with nearly

no opportunity and zero support. Home stead

gardening for mitigating daily need of food items is

very common in informal settlement of Municipality

based small cities in Khulna. The number of people

depending on this type of city-based farming

(Crop/fish/livestock)  are not very low in number but

they are unnoticed in most of the cases. Though

they are adaptive to this type of production very

promptly, actually they have to fight with the salinity

problem as well as growing cities and pollution

problem  for the cultivation too. These cases could

be possible example for other cities to learned from

whose inhabitant are going through the same

condition. 

Introduction

In this study , local people's perception about
alternative food sources are discussed while
addressing the importance of alternative food
sources. The expectations regarding
introduction of alternative food sources from
locals are also pointed here . 

Objective

Methodology

There is lack of introduction and awareness
regarding saline tolerant variant/productive
variant of crops, Fishes  and vegetables. 
Local people has limited access to
reach/get those seeds 
They aren't getting enough encouragement
from Government or NGO for starting such
initiatives as they are not properly learned
on this topic. 

The need of alternative food sourcing is already
established and this is not new for many areas
of the world. According to the local people  of 
 the studied areas : 

Key Issues

The local people of the southern coastal area are

fighting against different calamities including salinity

intrusion , cyclones  and pollution. With growing city 

 services ,  pollution is also increasing. The need for

alternative food sourcing was deeply sensed during the

Covid-19 outbreak. During the other natural calamities,

the effects lasts for 6 - 12 months , but during this time

overall 2 years of unwanted lockdown in limited and

strict way made the inhabitants aware of the issue.

Besides they have to face a cyclone in  parallel 

 immediate after  imposing the strict lockdonw in 2020.

And these gradual effects of natural calamities and

panedmic  are making poeple aware to address

alternative food sourcing and the expectation of them

towards government and NGOs .

Analysis

People's opinion and understanding
Local level resources
Sustainability of any  future implemented
food sourcing
Continuity of  initiatives related to alternative
food sources 

Considering the overall study , this is to said that,
it's important to make the people of these
secondary cities secured on the issue of food
And alternative food sourcing by the local can be
one of the solutions for that.Government and
NGOs need to start collaborative work on this
considering: 

Conclusion

89% people from lower income group
people from FGD and Interviews said they

are willing to try for alternative food
sources. 

A typical Bazaar from Southern
area of Bangladesh for regular

food  for locals.
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Related literature

Praimary and secondary data are used here.
FGD and interviews were conducted. There
wasn't much directive or exact questionnaire
for interviews, For both FGDs and Interviews,
some key notes and checklists were used to
cover up the objectove of the study.  
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